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THE FACE OF MENTAL ILLNESS
IN AMERICA
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PREVALENCE OF MENTAL ILLNESS IN THE U.S.:
ADULTS
• 43.8 million adults experience mental illness in a given
year.
• 1 in every 5 adults in America experience a mental
illness.
• Nearly 1 in 25 (10 million) adults in America live with a
serious mental illness.
• Half of all chronic mental illness begins by the age of 14;
o

¾ by the age of 24


https://www.nami.org/learn-more/mental-health-by-the-numbers
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PREVALENCE OF MENTAL ILLNESS IN THE U.S.:
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
• 1 in 5 children ages 13-18 have, or will have, a serious
mental illness
• Suicide is the 3rd leading cause of death for ages 10-24
• 70% of youth in state and local juvenile justice systems
have a mental illness
• 37% of students with a mental health condition age 14
and older drop out of school
o

Highest dropout rate of any disability group


https://www.nami.org/learn-more/mental-health-by-the-numbers
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PREVALENCE OF MENTAL ILLNESS IN THE U.S.:
MULTICULTURAL PREVALENCE
• Mental Illness Diagnosis by Race:
o
o
o
o
o

Asian 13.9%
Latino 16.3%
Black 18.6%
White 19.3%
American Indian/Alaska Native 28.3%

• LGBTQ Diagnosis
o

o
o

2x more likely as straight individuals to have a mental health
condition.
LGBTQ youth 2-3x more likely to attempt suicide than straight youth.
https://.www.nami.org/learn-more/mental-health-by-the-numbers
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PREVALENCE OF MENTAL ILLNESS IN THE U.S.:
MULTICULTURAL ISSUES
• Significant issues with mental health care in multicultural
communities
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Less access to treatment
Less likely to receive treatment
Poorer quality of care
Higher levels of stigma
Culturally insensitive health care system
Racism, bias, homophobia or discrimination in treatment settings
Language barriers
Lower rates of health insurance


https://.www.nami.org/learn-more/mental-health-by-the-numbers
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IMPACT OF MENTAL ILLNESS
• Depression is #1 cause of disability worldwide
o

Major contributor to the global burden of disease

• Serious mental illness costs America $193.2 billion in lost
earning every year.
• 90% of those who die by suicide have an underlying
mental illness.
• ~ 26% of homeless adults staying in shelters live with
serious mental illness



https://www.nami.org/learn-more/mental-health-by-the-numbers
https://www.cdc.gov/mentalhealth/data_publications/index.htm
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IMPACT OF MENTAL ILLNESS
• ~24% of state prisoners have “a recent history of a mental
health condition”
• Mental illnesses, such as depression, are the third most
common cause of hospitalization in the United States for
those aged 18-44 years old
• Adults living with serious mental illness die on average
25 years earlier than others



https://www.nami.org/learn-more/mental-health-by-the-numbers
https://www.cdc.gov/mentalhealth/data_publications/index.htm
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MORE INFORMATION ON
MENTAL ILLNESS IN THE U.S.
• General adult Infographic:
o

https://www.nami.org/NAMI/media/NAMIMedia/Infographics/GeneralMHFacts.pdf

• Child/Adolescent Infographic:
o

https://www.nami.org/NAMI/media/NAMIMedia/Infographics/Children-MH-Facts-NAMI.pdf

• Multicultural Infographic:
o

https://www.nami.org/NAMI/media/NAMIMedia/Infographics/MulticulturalMHFacts10-23-15.pdf
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ISSUES IN ACCESS TO MENTAL HEALTH CARE
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SCARCITY OF MENTAL HEALTH PROVIDERS IN THE U.S.
• 56.4% of adults with a mental illness received no treatment in
2019
o

24 million adults going untreated

• 61.5% of youth with major depression do not receive any
mental health treatment.
o

Only 25.1% of youth with severe depression receive some consistent
treatment

• 1 in 5 adults reported having an unmet need for mental health
care
o
o

9 million adults
No improvement since 2011

• More use of crisis services with poor access
o

National Council for Behavioral Health reports 42% increase in use of
psych emergency services over 3 year period


https://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/issues/state-mental-healthamerica
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SCARCITY OF MENTAL HEALTH PROVIDERS IN THE U.S.
• Many are denied care for mental illness from private insurance
o

Despite enactment of the Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity
law (MHPAE)

• Private insurances finds subtle ways to limit coverage for MH
o
o

Arbitrary limits on medical necessity
MHPAE did not remove limitations on patient visits and co-payments
imposed

• Breakdown of relationship between MH providers and
insurance due to underpayment
o
o

Many health providers refuse to accept insurance
Options only OON or lack of care


https://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/issues/state-mental-healthamerica
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SCARCITY OF MENTAL HEALTH PROVIDERS IN THE U.S.
• Need 1.7 providers per 2500 paitents


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3750356/

• Many states report worsening workforce shortage
o

o

Almost 4x number individuals to only 1 mental health
provider
>50% of psychiatrists are expected to reach retirement by 2025

• State MH workforce range from 180:1 in MA to 1,180:1 in
AL.
o

For HPSA, population to provider ratio must be at least 30,000
:1



20,000:1 if unusually high needs in community
https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/mental-health-carehealth-professional-shortage-areas-hpsas/
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SCARCITY OF MENTAL HEALTH PROVIDERS IN THE U.S.

https://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/issues/state-mental-health-america
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TELEMENTAL HEALTH SCARCITY SOLUTIONS
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TELEMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUPPORT PATIENTS
• Improves access to services for underserved populations
o

Virtual care is the great equalizer

• Ease of access for patients
o
o

Resolves transportation and mobility issues
Helps address conflicts with work and family responsibilities

• Save patients time and money on travel
o
o

No need to take off work or school
Fewer travel costs

• Safer for patients
o

Avoids hours on roads, especially in winter
20

TELEMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUPPORT PATIENTS
• Improves access to specialists, especially for rural and
incarcerated patients
• Better continuity
o
o

Reduce patient transfers
Allow local providers to respond more quickly to their
patients' needs.

• Recruitment solution for underserved areas




Remote rural locations suddenly no less attractive for recruitment than
scenic hotspots or vibrant metropolitan locations
Larger pool of available practitioners
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TELEMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUPPORT PRACTITIONERS
• Current burnout numbers
o

50% of doctors reporting



Increasing each year
Harms patients – poorer quality care, more safety incidents
o

o

o

https://www.ama-assn.org/practice-management/physician-health/physicianburnout-which-medical-specialties-feel-most-stress
https://www.ajmc.com/focus-of-the-week/physician-burnout-associated-with-poorerpatient-outcomes

21-67% of mental health workers
o

Morse, G., Salyers, M. P., Rollins, A. L., Monroe-DeVita, M., & Pfahler, C. (2012).
Burnout in Mental Health Services: A Review of the Problem and Its Remediation.
Administration and Policy in Mental Health, 39(5), 341–352. doi:10.1007/s10488-0110352-1

• Reduce burnout by allowing more control over clinical
practice
o

Flexible hours and location
o

https://hbr.org/2018/03/to-reduce-burnout-on-your-team-give-p eople-a-senseof-control
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TELEMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUPPORT PRACTITIONERS (CON’T)
• Doctors leaving medicine in increasing numbers
o

1/3 plan to leave in coming decade
o

https://www.nejmcareercenter.org/minisites/rpt/1-in-3-physicians-plansto-quit-within-10-years/

• Work-life balance = Fewer clinicians leaving practice
o

o

Able to live wherever they like to be near family or
accommodate spouse’s job
Better able to balance work and family by working from home
o

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4563836/
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QUALITY AND ACCEPTABILITY OF
CARE VIA TELEMEDICINE
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EXTENSIVE, LONG-STANDING USE
• VA has been offering telemedicine for 30 years
o

Over 300,000 veterans served by telemed
•
•

Krupa, 2010
http://www.ama-assn.org/amednews/2010/11/22/prsa1122.htm

• American Telemedicine Association founded in 1993
o
o

Special interest group for mental health
4000 members in every U.S. state & 40 countries
•

http://www.americantelemed.org
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EXPANDING UTILIZATION
• Large-scale study on use of telemedicine by the Veteran’s
Health Administration.
o
o

Over 340,000 visits over the 5 year period
All visit categories significantly increased



o

175-218%, depending on type
Telepsychotherapy with med management was fastest growing

Group psychotherapy increased by 178% over a five-year
period


Over 5,000 visits by 2010
•

Deen TL, Godleski L, Fortney JC. (2010). A description of telemental health services provided by the Veterans Health Administration in 2006-2010.
Psychiatr Serv. doi: 10.1176/appi.ps.201100458.
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SOLID EVIDENCE
• Effective and acceptable in mental health populations
(telepsychiatry)
o
o

Outcomes consistently comparable to in-person treatment
High satisfaction for both patients and providers


o

Wide demographic, including elderly

Many studies
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PATIENT ACCEPTABILITY
• Geriatric depression
o

Patient satisfaction ratings were “very high”


Majority “satisfied” or “very satisfied”
•

Sheeran et al., 2011, http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2010-10/l-cti093010.php

• PTSD
o

Some patients said they appreciated the distance from the therapist


None reported discomfort
•

Germain et al., 2009; http://www.ok.gov/odmhsas/documents/Teletherapy%20for%20Post-Traumatic%20Stress%20Disorder.pdf

• Depression in rural vets
o
o

More patients satisfied with telepsych care than treatment-as-usual
Better adherence to care
•

Fortney et al, 2007; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2305730/
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TREATMENT EFFECTIVENESS
• Positive results for geriatric depression
• PTSD - Outcomes equivalent to in-person care
• Depression - More likely to respond/remit vs. usual care
•

•

•

Sheeran et al., 2011, http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2010-10/lcti093010.php
http://www.ok.gov/odmhsas/documents/Teletherapy%20for%20PostTraumatic%20Stress%20Disorder.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2305730/
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GROUP MEDICAL VISITS
• Latest trend in expanding access to health care
professionals
o

o

Scaleable to allow providers to leverage time and serve more
people
Lower cost option

• Additional benefits
o
o

Harness power and support of community
Increase connection and reduced loneliness


https://www.hrsa.gov/enews/past-issues/2019/january17/loneliness-epidemic
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PATIENT ACCEPTABILITY – TELEPSYCHIATRY GROUP VISITS
• Group mind-body medicine program in rural Colorado
o

Participant feedback




o

Commented positively on the cohesive and supportive group atmosphere.
Many highly praised the use of technology.
As a whole, ranked as “very satisfactory”.

Notable: Complete lack of any drop-outs


Highly unusual across various clinical settings.
•

Heermann, C, Absenger, W, Sarris, J. Videoconference mind-body group therapy in a public mental health setting: a pilot study. J Technol Behav Sci. (2017).
doi:10.1007/s41347-016-0001-3 https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s41347-016-0001-3
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GROUP THERAPY BY TELEPSYCH – SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
GROUP THERAPY IN THE HOME
•
•
•
•
•

Video groups feasible even with limited tech skills
Overall acceptability high
High attendance
Few dropouts
Patients valued access from home
o

Preferred by 16/17 groups


Convenience, Greater anonymity, Security
o

Banbury A, Nancarrow S, Dart J, Gray L, Parkinson L. Telehealth
Interventions Delivering Home-based Support Group Videoconferencing:
Systematic Review. J Med Internet Res. 2018 Feb 2;20(2):e25. doi:
10.2196/jmir.8090.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5816261/
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GROUP THERAPY BY TELEPSYCH – SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
GROUP THERAPY IN THE HOME
• Trend toward improved MH outcomes
o

Similar to in-person groups

• Outcomes:
o
o

Lasting improvements at 2 years
Improved:





Health related QOL
Depression scores
Health knowledge, insight, and skills
Social engagement and reduced social isolation
o

Banbury A, Nancarrow S, Dart J, Gray L, Parkinson L. Telehealth Interventions Delivering
Home-based Support Group Videoconferencing: Systematic Review. J Med Internet Res. 2018 Feb
2;20(2):e25. doi: 10.2196/jmir.8090.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5816261/
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GROUP THERAPY BY TELEPSYCH – SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
ALL VTC GROUPS
• Group Video Teleconference (VTC) therapy
o
o
o

In home or on location
Video groups feasible
High satisfaction


Some patients preferred video
•
•

Less distracting
Less threatening
o

Gentry MT, Lapid MI, Clark MM, Rummans TA. Evidence for telehealth group-based
treatment: A systematic review. J Telemed Telecare. 2018 Jan 1:1357633X18775855. doi:
10.1177/1357633X18775855.
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1357633X18775855
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GROUP THERAPY BY TELEPSYCH – SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
ALL VTC GROUPS
• Similar outcomes to in-person groups
o

Overall improvements in anxiety, depression, stress, and QOL
o

Gentry MT, Lapid MI, Clark MM, Rummans TA. Evidence for telehealth
group-based treatment: A systematic review. J Telemed Telecare. 2018 Jan
1:1357633X18775855. doi: 10.1177/1357633X18775855.
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1357633X18775855
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GROUP THERAPY BY TELEPSYCH – SPECIFIC DISORDERS
• Group therapy for alcohol use disorders (AUD)
o

Frueh BC, Henderson S, Myrick H. (2005). Telehealth service delivery for persons with alcoholism. J
Telemed Telecare, 11(7), 372-5.

• Group psychotherapy for PTSD and moderate-to-severe anger problems.
o

Morland LA, Greene CJ, Rosen CS, Foy D, Reilly P, Shore J, He Q, Frueh BC. (2010). Telemedicine for
anger management therapy in a rural population of combat veterans with posttraumatic stress disorder:
A randomized noninferiority trial. J Clin Psychiatry. doi: 10.4088/JCP.09m05604blu

• Study of cognitive processing therapy (CPT-C) delivered via teleconference
o

Ethnically diverse, rural veterans with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
o

Morland LA, Mackintosh MA, Greene CJ, Rosen CS, Chard KM, Resick P, Frueh BC. (2014). Cognitive
processing therapy for posttraumatic stress disorder delivered to rural veterans via telemental health: a
randomized noninferiority clinical trial. J Clin Psychiatry. doi: 10.4088/JCP.13m08842.

• Comparison of telemedicine vs. in-person group cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT) in adults with depression and anxiety
o

Khatri N, Marziali E, Tchernikov I, Shepherd N. (2014). Comparing telehealth-based and clinic-based
group cognitive behavioral therapy for adults with depression and anxiety: a pilot study. Clin Interv
Aging. doi: 10.2147/CIA.S57832.
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THE ONLY TROUBLE

WITH TELEMEDICINE…

http://www.wadegrindle.com/249/
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THANK YOU!
Questions?
doctorchanel@doctorchanel.com
Telepsychiatry Private Practice Consulting:
http://www.mhfreedom.com/
Telemental Health Professional Online Directory
http://www.yourmhdirect.com
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Telemental Health:
Selected Legal Issues
Joseph P. McMenamin, M.D., J.D.
McMenamin Law Offices, PLLC
804.921.4856
mcmenamin@medicalawfirm.com
14 August 2019
© 2019 MLO
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Disclaimers
 The views expressed are the speaker’s, and not
necessarily those of any client of McMenamin Law
Offices, nor of MDJD, LLC, nor of Strafford.

 The information offered is intended to be educational.
Providing it does not create an attorney-client
relationship between the speaker and anyone else.

 Presenting theories of liability does not mean the
speaker concedes their validity.

 Naming a product or service is not an endorsement.
 No claim of copyright in clip art.
 Slides more detailed than verbal remarks.
© 2019 MLO
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Telemedicine and
Licensing
 Licensure: States’ 1° means to regulate providers
 MD offering care via telemedicine may be subject
to licensure rules of:
 State where patient is physically located at
time of consult
 Not yet tested in any state’s highest court
 And state where physician is located/licensed
 No special rules for mental health
 But see, Psychology Interjurisdictional Compact

© 2019 MLO
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Physician Licensing
Exceptions
 Consultation (commonest): Unlicensed MD may consult peer to
peer with MD licensed in the state. Ariz. Rev. Stat.§32-1421, e.g.
 Fees may be banned; number of consults may be limited

 Bordering state (few): MD licensed in bordering state may
practice in state
 Usually, need reciprocity, and no physical presence. Md., e.g.

 Registration (9): Abbreviated license or registration for
telemedicine-only care. Texas, e.g.

 Follow-up: post-op, e.g.
 Endorsement: MD licensed in another state can get in-state
license more quickly
© 2019 MLO
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Special Telehealth
License
 Abbreviated license or registration for telemedicine-only care
provided to state residents
 Several states offer special telehealth licenses
 Alabama
 Louisiana
 Minnesota
 Montana
 New Mexico
 Ohio
 Tennessee
 Texas

© 2019 MLO
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Licensing Compacts
 Agreement between 2 or more states
 See, U.S. Const., art. I, §10

 Disciplines:
 Nurses: 34 states; no additional license needed
 Docs: Interstate Medical Licensure Compact
 ~29 states
 FBI: states must enact legislation satisfying DOJ to seek
criminal background checks. P.L 92-544 (1972)

 Psychologists (7 states; commission to develop
bylaws)
 PTs (~21 states). Up and running

 Enlarged opportunities for oath-sayers?
© 2019 MLO
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Nurse Licensure Compact
 Permits nurse to practice in own state and (33) other
Compact states
 Physically and telephonically/electronically

 If a Compact state is 1° state of residence, license
automatically becomes a Compact/multistate license

 Nurse must follow the nurse practice act of each state
 Nurse subject to discipline in the states of practice
 APRN must hold an individual state license in each
state of APRN practice; their Compact has only 3 state
signatories so far (of 10 needed)
© 2019 MLO
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Psychology
Interjurisdictional Compact
 Association of State and Provincial Psychology Boards (2/15)
 Goal: facilitate telehealth and temporary, in-person, face-toface [not defined] practice of psychology across state lines
 Access
 Continuity of care

 ASPPB certificates: two components.
 E.Passport: to practice telepsychology
 Interjurisdictional Practice Certificate (IPC) to conduct temporary
in-person, face-to-face practice in PSYPACT states

© 2019 MLO
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© 2019 MLO
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FSMB Interstate Medical
Licensure Compact
 Designed to facilitate MD licensure portability and the
practice of interstate telemedicine services
 Pathway for expedited licensure in participating states

 Intended to complement state medical boards’ existing
licensing and regulatory authority

 Must still become fully licensed in each state
 State-specific regulations still apply
 Must still pay fees
 States need not adopt
 ~29 have; 43 Medical and Osteopathic Boards

© 2019 MLO
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IMLC (Summer 2019)

© 2019 MLO
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Anti-Kickback Statute
42 U.S.C. 1320a-7b
 Criminal statute: makes unlawful any arrangement where 1
purpose is to offer, solicit, or pay anything of value in return
for a referral for treatment or services provided to Medicare,
Medicaid, and state program patients
 Mens rea: intent

 Safe harbors: narrow, but provide immunity from prosecution
 42 C.F.R. § 1001.952

 Violations:






≤$100,000 per kickback plus 3X the amount of the remuneration
Imprisonment ≤10 years, or both.
Civil monetary penalties
Liability under the False Claims Act (see below)
Exclusion from participation in the Federal health care programs

NoMLOrules specific to mental health care
© 2019
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AKS: Proving a Violation
 Government must show that:
 (1) Defendant knowingly and willfully solicited or

received remuneration, directly or indirectly, overtly
or covertly
 (2) In return, D referred individuals to a person or
entity for services, or arranged such a referral
 (3) Payment for services made in whole or in part
under a Federal health care program.
 US v. Patel, 12 CR 491-5, 2014 WL 642199 (N.D. Ill. 2014)

© 2019 MLO
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United States v. Polin,
194 F.3d 863 (7th Cir. 1999)
 MD-owned pacemaker monitoring service paid $50 to
pacemaker salesman for each patient referred to service

 MD convicted of Medicare fraud
 Court: MD could perform monitoring services while in
direct contact with the patient or remotely using
appropriate technology (“The monitoring can be done
either in person or over the telephone…”) (dictum)

© 2019 MLO
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Anti-Kickback Laws:
Safe Harbors
 Safe harbors potentially useful for telehealth
arrangements







© 2019 MLO

Personal services and management contracts
Space rental
Equipment rental
Employees
EHR donations
Small entity investments
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Anti-Kickback Laws: HHS
OIG Advisory Opinions
 Advisory opinions provide certainty for parties,
but:
 All material facts must be presented
 Apply only to parties submitting the opinion request
 Time-consuming process

 Examples pertinent to telehealth:
 OIG Adv. Op. 11-12 (telestroke arrangement)
 OIG Adv. Op. 99-14 (rural telehealth arrangement
funded with federal grants)

 98-18, 04-07, 18-03
© 2019 MLO
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OIG Advisory Op. No. 18-03
 Under state grant, FQHC look-alike provides free IT
items (computer, webcam, software, etc.) and
services (installation, training, maintenance) to
county Health Department’s clinic and pharmacy, 80
miles away, to facilitate virtual PrEP and PEP care
(HIV). But:

 Clinic may refer to another provider; telemedicine
items generally usable

 Pts need not use FQHC’s pharmacy
 Clinic would test and refer anyway; Rx benefits public
health; drugs have few indications

 Pt benefit more than providers

© 2019 MLO
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Anti-Kickback Laws
 Consider state anti-kickback statutes and fee
splitting prohibitions
 Some form of state anti-kickback law and/or
fee splitting prohibition exists in most states

 Types of state anti-kickback laws:
 All payer
 Insurance
 Medicaid

© 2019 MLO
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31 U.S.C.§3729-3733
(OIG)
 Unlawful: false or fraudulent claims to Fed programs
 Intent to defraud: not required. Adequate: deliberate
ignorance or reckless disregard of truth or falsity of info

 Penalties:
 Fines ≤ 3X programs' loss + $11,000/claim
 Each item or a service billed counts as a claim

 Whistleblowers: private individual may sue on behalf
of the US
 Percentage of any recoveries

© 2019 MLO
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Criminal FCA:
18 U.S.C. § 287 (DOJ)
 Criminal penalties for submitting false claims
include imprisonment and criminal fines

 OIG also may impose administrative civil monetary
penalties for false or fraudulent claims

© 2019 MLO
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Self-Referral: Stark,
42 U.S.C. § 1395nn
 For designated Medicare-reimbursable health
services, MD may not refer beneficiaries to entity MD
has a financial interest in
 Scope: narrower than AKS
 Intent: strict liability offense—does NOT require intent

 Complying with Stark exception (many) protects MD
 42 C.F.R. §§ 411.355 – 411.357

 “Financial interest”: Though it provides numerous
exceptions, definition includes almost any deal in
which MD receives something of value from an entity
he refers to
 42 C.F.R. §§ 411.354-411.357
© 2019 MLO
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Stark and Telemedicine
 Federal restrictions: not major concern; apply only
when the payor is a federal health care program
 At present, Medicare and Medicaid cover telemedicine
services to but a limited extent

 State regulations: many apply regardless of payor
 Telemedicine provider may need to structure its
business model accordingly
 May have to refrain from offering participating MDs
equity or other financial incentives that induce
referrals

© 2019 MLO
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OIG 2018 Audit Report
 31% of claims CMS paid failed to meet Medicare
reimbursement requirements for "Medicare
telehealth services."

 Commonest: services from non-rural originating
sites (3/4 of the problematic claims)
 42 U.S.C. § 1395m(m)

 Others:





© 2019 MLO

Ineligible institutions (7)
Unauthorized originating sites (3)
Unauthorized means of communication (2)
Noncovered service (1)
MD outside US (1)
64
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DOJ Indictments (2018)
 Alleged 10/18: 4 individuals and 7 companies
participated in telehealth fraud; allegedly
defrauded private insurers of ~$1B for services
never rendered
 U.S. Department of Justice (Oct. 15, 2018)
(prescription pain creams and other products)

 11/18: DOJ charged MD with conspiring to defraud
by prescribing via telehealth $20M in compounded
meds to patients who did not need them
 U.S. Department of Justice (Nov. 16, 2018)

© 2019 MLO
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DOJ Indictments (2019):
“Operation Brace Yourself”
 4/19: Charged 24 defendants, including brass,
associated with 5 telemedicine companies, owners of
dozens of DME companies and 3 licensed HCPs, for
alleged participation in fraud schemes involving
>$1.2B; executing >80 search warrants in 17 districts
 Claimed: DME companies paid kickbacks and bribes in
exchange for referrals (back, neck, knee braces)

 CMS Center for Program Integrity (CMS/CPI) took
adverse administrative action against 130 DME
companies that had submitted >$1.7B in claims; paid
> $900M
© 2019 MLO
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HIPAA, HITECH: the 800
lb. Privacy Gorilla
 Applies to CEs, BAs; not to the world
 N/A apps

 Rule protects all PHI
 CE may not use or disclose PHI to others, except
as:
 Privacy Rule permits or requires; or
 Patient (or personal representative) authorizes

 On request, CE must provide pts (or personal reps)
 Access to their own PHI (unless there are grounds to deny)
 An accounting of the disclosures of PHI to others

 No private right of action

© 2019 MLO
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Psychotherapy Notes
45 CFR 164.501
 Document, analyze contents of conversations
during private, group, joint, or family counseling;
separated from the rest of the individual’s medical
record
 Excluded:






Medication Rx and monitoring
Counseling session start and stop times
Modalities and frequencies of treatment furnished
Results of clinical tests
Any summary of: dx, functional status, tx plan, sx,
prognosis, and progress to date.

 Individual’s (or personal rep’s) right of access to
psychotherapy notes: 45 CFR 164.524(a)(1)(i)

© 2019 MLO
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Psychotherapy Notes
45 CFR§164.508
 CE must get patent’s authorization before disclosing
psychotherapy notes for any reason
 Even a disclosure for treatment purposes to another HCP
 Even a court order. Jaffee v. Redmond, 518 U.S. 1 (1996)
 Except:
 Use by originator of the psychotherapy notes for treatment
 CE use or disclosure in training programs for skills in group,
joint, family, or individual counseling
 CE use or disclosure to defend a legal action or other
proceeding brought by the individual
 Disclosures required by other law
 45 CFR 164.508(a)(2)
© 2019 MLO
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HIPAA Security
 Covered entities and business associates must:
 Protect confidentiality, integrity and availability of
ePHI they create, receive, maintain or transmit;
 Protect against reasonably anticipated threats to
ePHI’s security or integrity;
 Protect against impermissible uses or disclosures;
 Promote compliance by all workforce members.

© 2019 MLO
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HIPAA Security
 Administrative, physical and technical safeguards
 Administrative: “Administrative actions, and P&P,
to manage the selection, development,
implementation, and maintenance of security
measures to protect ePHI and to manage the
conduct of the covered entity’s workforce in relation
to the protection of that information.”
 45 C.F.R.§164.304
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HIPAA Security
 Physical: access both to CE’s physical structures
and its electronic equipment
 Must protect ePHI and computer systems it resides in
from unauthorized access, in accordance with P&P
 Electronic security systems for some requirements
 Certified EHR technology (“CEHRT”) alone not enough
 45 CFR §164.310

 Technical: The technology and P&P for ePHI’s use,
that protect and control access to it
 45 CFR §164.312
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HIPAA Security:
Risk Assessment
 Include:
 CE’s size, complexity and capabilities
 CE’s technical infrastructure, hardware and software
security capabilities
 The probability and criticality of potential risks to
ePHI
 Costs of security measures
 not a sufficient basis to refuse to adopt a standard or an
addressable implementation specification

© 2019 MLO
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HIPAA, Telemedicine, & Pitfalls
 #1: Human error
 Failing to encrypt
 PHI downloaded or
stored on mobile
devices

 Generic, shared
passwords

 Inadequate staff
training

 Failing to notify
patients of privacy
policies

 Messaging patients
outside a secure
portal

 Overlooking BAAs with
BAs

 Failing to self-assess
 Ignoring state law

© 2019 MLO
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COPPA: Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act
 Require parental participation in
dealing with kids (<13 years old)
 Cf. state laws on access to reproductive or substance
abuse services

© 2019 MLO
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Sites “Targeted to Children”
 Basis: extrinsic examination of the site







Visual content
Animated characters or child-oriented activities
Incentives, music or other audio content
Ages of models
Presence of child celebrities or celebs appealing to kids
Empirical data

 OR: actual knowledge that site is collecting personal
information on kids

© 2019 MLO
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Not “Targeted to Children”
 Meets criteria on examination but
 (1) Does not target children as its primary audience
AND

 (2) Uses a filter:
 Site collects no personal info from any visitor before
collecting age information, and
 Prevents collection, use, or disclosure of personal
info from kids who have identified themselves as <13.
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Privacy –
Don’t Forget the States
 Every state has health records privacy laws
 HIPAA does not preempt

 Where state law more stringent, it controls
 California, e.g.: additional, more stringent
requirements re: privacy and patient notifications of
breaches

 Private claims, unlike HIPAA

© 2019 MLO
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Critics’ Concerns re:
Continuity in Distance Care
 Poor EHR interoperability
 Single platform solves some problems

 DTC care: Often, different provider at each visit
 Platform company often maintains records over time
 But how do those get to PCP’s chart?
 Often rely on patients

 If patient and doc wish to continue treatment, but the
patient has difficulty accessing or reaching MD, at
what point does MD become liable for abandonment?

© 2019 MLO
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Abandonment
 MD must provide patient with all necessary care
until termination of physician-patient relationship
 Groce v. Myers, 29 S.E.2d 553, 557 (N.C. 1944), e.g.

 MD can unilaterally terminate relationship only
after giving the patient sufficient notice so he has a
reasonable opportunity to find another physician
 Lyons v. Grether, 239 S.E.2d 103, 106 (Va. 1977),
e.g.

 May a patient claim "abandonment" once the
telemedical connection is ended?
© 2019 MLO
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Questions?
Joseph P. McMenamin, M.D., J.D.
McMenamin Law Offices, PLLC
804-921-4856
mcmenamin@medicalawfirm.com
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Medicaid Coverage, Fraud and Abuse
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
•

Medicare / General Rules:
Medicare reimburses only for specific telehealth (including telemental health)

services when they are delivered via live video


The specific telehealth services (including telemental health) eligible for
reimbursement under Medicare are identified by Current Procedural
Terminology (CPT) or Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS)
codes. Each year, the US Department of Health and Human Services considers
submissions for new telehealth-delivered services to be approved.
Submissions are allowed from providers, advocacy organizations, and other
interested parties
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
•

Medicare / General Rules (Continued)


Eligible Providers: Medicare limits the types of health care professionals who can
provide telehealth services. The small group of eligible professionals are:




Physicians; Nurse practitioners; Physician assistants; Nurse midwives; Clinical nurse
specialists; Certified registered nurse anesthetists; Clinical psychologists; Clinical
social workers; and Registered dietitians or Nutrition professionals

Geographic Location: The patient’s location at the time services are received via
telehealth is known as the “originating site.” Medicare treats telehealth almost
exclusively as a tool for rural areas, and has narrowly restricted the geographic areas
that are eligible to use telehealth. The originating site must be in a Health Professional
Shortage Area (HPSA) as defined by Health Resources and Services Administration
(HRSA), or in a county that is outside of any Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
as defined by the US Census Bureau
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
•

Medicare / General Rules (Continued)


ELIGIBLE FACILITIES: In addition to the rural restriction, Medicare limits the originating
sites (where the patient is located) eligible for telehealth services to the
following facilities:


Provider offices;



Hospitals;



Critical access hospitals;



Rural health clinics;



Federally qualified health centers;



Skilled nursing facilities;



Community mental health centers; and



Hospital-based or critical access hospital-based renal dialysis centers
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
•

Opioid Crisis: 2018 SUPPORT for Patient and Communities Act:




Requires CMS to adjust their reimbursement policy of telehealth for treating individuals
with SUDs or a co-occurring mental health disorder. Specifically, it removed the
originating site geographic requirements for telemental health services on or after July
1, 2019 for any existing Medicare originating site. Additionally, the home was made an
eligible originating site for purposes of treating these individuals, however the home
would not qualify for the facility fee.
CMS has issued an interim final rule with comment period to implement these
requirements. CMS notes that the normal telehealth service code limitations still
apply. Practitioners would also be responsible for assessing whether individuals have a
SUD diagnosis and whether it would be clinically appropriate to furnish the telehealth
services for the treatment.
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
CMS FINAL RULE / PAYMENT FOR REMOTE COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY: Beginning January
2019, CMS will reimburse for certain kinds of services furnished remotely using communications
technology that are not considered “Medicare telehealth services.” Because they are not defined
specifically as telehealth, the limitations and restrictions outlined previously applicable to
telehealth would not apply.
•

Brief communication technology-based service (or “virtual check-ins”): A brief, non-face-toface check-in with an established patient via communication technology to assess whether or
not an office visit or other service is necessary. This service is only available to practitioners
who furnish E/M services, and could take place via live video or telephone call.

•

Remote Patient Monitoring: Remote professional evaluation of patient-transmitted
information conducted via pre-recorded video or image technology to determine whether or
not an office visit or other service is necessary. This would only be available for established
patients.

•

Interprofessional / Internet Consultation: Cover consultations between professionals
performed via communications technology such as telephone or Internet.
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
•

Interprofessional / Internet Consultation (continued): Cover consultations between professionals
performed via communications technology such as telephone or Internet.

•

Final Rule unbundles 4 existing codes (CPT Codes 99446-99449) and creates two new codes (CPT
Codes 99451 and 99452) in the category of Interprofessional Internet Consultation.

•

CMS Statement: “The six codes describe assessment and management services conducted through telephone,
internet, or electronic health record consultations furnished when a patient’s treating physician or other
qualified healthcare professional requests the opinion and/or treatment advice of a consulting physician or
qualified healthcare professional with specific specialty expertise to assist with the diagnosis and/or
management of the patient’s problem without the need for the patient’s face-to-face contact with the
consulting physician or qualified healthcare professional.”

•

CMS’ decision to unbundle the existing codes increases efficiency for patients and providers, eliminating the
need for separate, costly, and inconvenient specialist appointments where a phone or internet-based interaction
between the treating physician (or qualified healthcare professional) and consulting physician with specific
expertise is sufficient. Additionally, the two new CPT codes add reimbursement not previously available for the
treating provider’s efforts in initiating the consult.
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
Interprofessional / Internet Consultation (continued):
The final code descriptors for Interprofessional Internet Consultations are as follows:
•

CPT 99446: Interprofessional telephone/Internet assessment and management service provided by a
consultative physician including a verbal and written report to the patient's treating/requesting
physician or other qualified health care professional; 5-10 minutes of medical consultative discussion and
review

•

CPT 99447: Same as 99446, but 11-20 minutes of medical consultative discussion and review

•

CPT 99448: Same as 99446, but 21-30 minutes of medical consultative discussion and review

•

CPT 99449: Same as 99446, but 31 minutes or more of medical consultative discussion and review

•

CPT 99451: Interprofessional telephone/Internet/electronic health record assessment and management
service provided by a consultative physician including a written report to the patient’s
treating/requesting physician or other qualified health care professional, 5 or more minutes of medical
consultative time

•

CPT 99452: Interprofessional telephone/Internet/electronic health record referral service(s) provided by a
treating/requesting physician or qualified health care professional, 30 minutes
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
Interprofessional / Internet Consultation (continued):
•

Beginning January 1, 2019, physicians and other Qualified Healthcare Providers (“QHCPs”) eligible to
independently bill for E/M services can obtain standalone reimbursement for Interprofessional Internet
Consultations according to the following parameters:

•

Billing Practitioner. Billing for interprofessional services is limited to those practitioners that can independently
bill Medicare for E/M services. Though the descriptors for codes 99446-99449 and 99451 only include
“assessment and management service provided by a consultative physician,” the text in the Rule includes
consultative QHCPs, so long as the consulting QHCP is eligible to independently bill Medicare for E/M services.
CPT Code 99452 applies to the treating/referring physician or QHCP, and the rest of the codes apply to the
consultative physician or QHCP.

•

Consent. Verbal patient consent must be documented in the patient’s medical record for each consultation. The
patient’s consent must include assurance that the patient is aware of applicable cost-sharing.

•

Cost Sharing. Providers must collect the requisite copayment from the patient for each service billed, as with all
Medicare Part B services.

•

Benefit of the Patient. The consultation must be undertaken for the benefit of the patient. Because the patient is
going to be responsible for cost-sharing, CMS is concerned about distinguishing these Interprofessional Internet
Consultations from those undertaken for the edification of the practitioner, such as information shared as a
professional courtesy or as continuing education.
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
More CMS/Federal Updates:
•

CMS Proposed Rule (7/29/2019) – Providers who use telemental health in opioid use disorder (“OUD”) treatment may see more
Medicare reimbursement via CMS’ latest Proposed Rule. The proposal includes:






For CY 2020, the addition the following codes to the list of telehealth services: HCPCS codes GYYY1, GYYY2, and GYYY3, which
describe a bundled episode of care for treatment of OUDs;
Further support for Section 2005 of the Substance Use–Disorder Prevention that Promotes Opioid Recovery and Treatment for
Patients and Communities (SUPPORT) Act, which established a new Medicare Part B benefit for OUD treatment services,
including medications for medication-assisted treatment (MAT), furnished by opioid treatment programs (OTPs). The proposal
allows providers flexibility to deliver the counseling and therapy services described in the bundled payments via two-way
interactive audio-video communication technology as clinically appropriate.
CMS is proposing to create new coding and payment for a bundled episode of care for management and counseling for
OUD. The new proposed codes describe a monthly bundle of services for the treatment of OUD that includes overall
management, care coordination, individual and group psychotherapy, and substance use counseling. One code describes the
initial month of treatment, which would include administering assessments and developing a treatment plan; another code
describes subsequent months of treatment; and an add-on code describes additional counseling. CMS is proposing that the
individual psychotherapy, group psychotherapy, and substance use counseling included in these codes could be furnished as
Medicare telehealth services using communication technology as clinically appropriate.
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Reimbursement
(Medicare)
More CMS/Federal Updates:
•

Medicare Advantage Plans – CMS Final Rule (4/5/2019) permits (i.e. its optional) MA plans to offer
telehealth (including telemental health) benefits beginning in 2020. Telehealth services will be treated the
same as “basic benefits” and, thus, beneficiaries will be able to receive telemental health services
regardless of location (i.e. urban v. rural and in-home v. in-office)

•

The Mental Health Telemedicine Expansion Act and the Beneficiary Education Tools Telehealth Extender
Reauthorization (“BETTER”) Act of 2019 - The introduction of these 2 bills that would add Medicare
beneficiaries’ homes to the list of eligible originating sites for the provision of tele-mental health care
services. The legislation targets CMS restrictions on Medicare reimbursement; under current law, patient
homes are not considered eligible originating sites. Please note, however, that the bills/Acts would still
require an in-person patient examination before services can be provided remotely, following that, telemental health services provided to a patient in his or her home would be eligible for reimbursement.
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Reimbursement
(Medicaid)
•

All 50 states (and DC) reimburse for one or more live video services in their Medicaid programs.


Note: A majority, but not all, provide coverage for mental or behavioral health services provided via
live video.

•

Only a handful of states provide Medicaid coverage/reimbursement for all three common telehealth
modalities (live video, store-and-forward and remote patient monitoring).

•

Usually, if it’s a covered service, the Medicaid reimbursement rules are much more flexible than the
Medicare rules (e.g. offer coverage regardless of whether patient is in a rural or urban area).

•

For all modalities, a State’s Medicaid program may limit the types of services, specialties and providers or
the patient locations that are eligible for reimbursement.


For example, Maryland only reimburses for teledermatology, teleophthalmology and radiology (i.e.
not telemental)
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Reimbursement
(Commercial)
• Brief Note Regarding Commercial Insurance – The majority of, but not all,
states have enacted telehealth commercial insurance coverage laws.
Typically, telehealth coverage laws require health plans to cover
telemental health services to the same extent that the plan covers
behavioral health services via an in-person visit.
• Most commercial coverage laws also prevent plans from applying larger
co-pay or deductible amounts or different benefit caps to telehealth
services (i.e. not permitted to shift the costs).
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E-Prescribing
• Clinicians can only prescribe medication pursuant to
a valid practitioner-patient relationship
• Non-Controlled Substances: look to state law
• Controlled Substances: look to state and federal law
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E-Prescribing
Ryan Haight Online Pharmacy Consumer Protection
Act (2008)
• Was designed to combat the rogue internet pharmacies
that proliferated in the late 1990s, selling controlled
substances online
• Legitimate healthcare providers who prescribe controlled
substances via telemedicine must carefully review the
regulations to ensure compliance
• The Act requires a practitioner to have conducted at least
one in-person medical evaluation of the patient prior to
issuing a prescription for a controlled substance
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E-Prescribing
• However, the Ryan Haight Act contains an important exception to the
in-person exam requirement for practitioners engaged in the “practice
of telemedicine.” The limited exceptions are:









Treatment in a hospital or clinic
Treatment in the physical presence of a practitioner
Indian Health Service or tribal organization
Public health emergency declared by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services
Special registration (see update)
Department of Veterans Affairs medical emergency
Other circumstances specified by regulation
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E-Prescribing
Ryan Haight Online Consumer Protection Act (2008) – UPDATE
•

Special Registration for Telemedicine Act of 2018: Until now, the federal Ryan Haight Online
Pharmacy Consumer Protection Act of 2008 (Ryan Haight Act) did not allow practitioners to
prescribe controlled substances unless the practitioner either: (1) conducted a prior inperson exam; or (2) met one of 7 very narrow “practice of telemedicine” exceptions.

•

However, the “practice of telemedicine” exceptions are very narrow. They created an
unintended barrier for legitimate practitioners seeking to use telemedicine to address
practitioner shortages and deliver clinically-appropriate medical care to patients located in
settings such as homes, schools, and rural areas (all common “originating sites” in
contemporary direct-to-patient telemedicine service models).

•

One of the exceptions – the special registration exception – was designed to allow
telemedicine prescribing in these other settings without an in-person exam. However, for
nearly ten years, the DEA never activated that special registration. This new law changes
that.
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E-Prescribing
Ryan Haight Online Consumer Protection Act (2008) – UPDATE
•

“(2) REGULATIONS.—Not later than 1 year after the date of enactment of the SUPPORT for
Patients and Communities Act, in consultation with the Secretary, the Attorney General shall
promulgate final regulations specifying— “(A) the limited circumstances in which a special
registration under this subsection may be issued; and “(B) the procedure for obtaining a
special registration under this subsection.”

•

The law affords DEA ample time to issue proposed regulations, allow a 60 or 90-day period
for the public to submit comments, consider and respond to those comments, and then
publish the final regulations. Interested providers and telemedicine advocates should watch
for the proposed regulations, submit comments, and make their voices heard on this
important issue. Indeed, many states expressly allow telemedicine prescribing of controlled
substances, and telemedicine advocates should celebrate how federal law will now serve to
encourage, rather than inhibit, clinically appropriate telemedicine prescribing practices for
controlled substances.
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Corporate Practice of Medicine Doctrine
•

Just from today’s presentation alone, you have noticed that there are various legal/regulatory
hurdles associated with telehealth

•

One hurdle that is often overlooked is the “Corporate Practice of Medicine” (“CPOM”)
doctrine

•

While variations exist among the states, the basic prohibition of the CPOM is that it’s
forbidden to have a general business corporation (other than a professional corporation
(“PC”) or a professional limited liability company (“PLLC”)) from owning an interest in a
medical practice or employing physicians for the purpose of practicing medicine.

•

Rationale - Designed to prevent non-clinicians from interfering with or influencing the
physician’s professional judgment.

•

States vary with respect to whether there is a corporate practice of medicine prohibition, and
if so the strength of such prohibition. Variation also exists with respect to which professions
are subject to the prohibition. Consider where the patients are.
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Corporate Practice of Medicine Doctrine
• Examples - NY, CA, FL
• Friendly PC Models
• Consequences / Recent Enforcement:




Aspen Dental
Andrew Carothers, M.D., P.C. v. Progressive Insurance
Company
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Vincenzo Carannante, Partner
•

Vincenzo Carannante is a partner in the firm’s Health Law Practice Group, where he provides
end-to-end transactional, regulatory and dispute-resolution counsel to local, regional and
national health law providers and related entities. In addition to his significant experience in
traditional business and compliance matters - including health care mergers, acquisitions,
financing, licensure and accreditation, medical staff operations, and responses to federal and
state agency investigations - Vincenzo frequently speaks, writes and advises clients on
rapidly emerging issues and developing opportunities in areas such as telemedicine,
behavioral health, and the corporate practice of medicine.

•

As outside legal counsel, Vincenzo represents clients from across the health care industry,
including hospitals and health systems, pharmacies, telemedicine providers, ambulatory
surgery centers (ASCs), federally qualified health centers (FQHCs), behavioral health
providers, substance-use disorder providers, clinical laboratories, residential care homes,
home health agencies, physician practices and individual practitioners. He also advises
private equity companies, insurance companies and other investors on the acquisition of - or
investments in - for-profit and not-for-profit service providers.

•

Questions:

Vincenzo Carannante, Esq.
(860) 251-5096
vcarannante@goodwin.com
http://shipmangoodwin.com/carannante
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Disclaimer
• These materials have been prepared by
Shipman & Goodwin LLP for informational
purposes only. They are not intended as
advertising and should not be considered legal
advice. This information is not intended to
create, and receipt of it does not create, a
lawyer-client relationship. Viewers should not
act upon this information without seeking
professional counsel.
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CLINICIAN COMMMENTARY
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VIDEO TELEHEALTH TO HOME IN VA
• Anywhere to Anywhere Policy
o

o

Care delivered over VTH under Federal
Supremacy
Regardless of location and licensing within USA
 No international locations
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VIDEO TELEHEALTH TO HOME IN VA
• Note: Ryan Haight still applies for controlled
substances
o Must have in-person visit
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TELEPSYCHIATRY IS A REAL RELATIONSHIP
• Real people on both sides of the machine
• A real connection
o
o

Patient appreciation common – even gifts
Rapport similar to in-person clinic


o

Positive outcomes for psychotherapy interventions impossible without
real rapport

Sadness on parting

• Real care
o

These are my patients, and I care about their lives.

• Just like Skyping a dear friend or family member!
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COMPACT CONCERNS
• Contains language requiring AOA/ABMS board certification
o

Potentially reduces access by eliminating board-eligible physicians

o

https://imlcc.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/IMLC-Rules-Index.pdf

• Has of requiring MOC
o

o

Has been implemented across ABMS without appropriate cost and
outcome studies
https://nbpas.org/landmark-opinion-from-the-justice-department-about-moc/

• Concerns re: “slippery slope” affecting eligibility for insurance
panels and hospital privileges


https://www.azdo.gov/ForDos/IMLCC_Comments.aspx
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DISCUSSION OF CONCERNS
• Poor interoperability and communication with PCP is not
limited to or even especially applicable to telemedicine vs. inperson care
o

Especially in the days of urgent cares, supermarket clinics, and free
standing ER’s

• DTC care should not mean different provider at each visit
o

For urgent/sick visits, would be similar to brick-and-mortar clinic,
where patients see who’s free or the mid-level

• Are telemedicine doctors be any harder to reach than inperson?
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DISCUSSION
• How is abandonment handled at an urgent care or walkin clinic?
o

Similar model to one-time telemedicine consults

• We shouldn’t assume that most telemedicine is not
ongoing care with an established provider
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REIMBURSEMENT COMMENTS
• As noted, fr Medicaid, be aware of which billing codes
and/or providers are allowed
o

o

In Colorado, general insight-oriented group therapy couldn’t
be billed by an MD in 2014 (now corrected)
In Colorado, group psychotherapy is not an allowed
telemedicine code, though psychiatry E&M visits are



Excludes non-prescribers
Group medical visits as work-around
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GROUP MEDICAL VISITS QA
• The AAFP article on billing for group visits:
http://www.aafp.org/practicemanagement/payment/coding/group-visits.html
• Per CMS, no prohibition on other witnesses being present
for medical service, as long as documentation is based on
1:1 interaction with patient
• IM4US Group Visit training at conference:
https://im4us.org/conferences/2019-conference/
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